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Research over the past decade has revealed that modeling software architecture at the level of components and connectors is useful in a growing variety of contexts. This has led to the development of
a plethora of notations for representing software architectures, each focusing on different aspects of
the systems being modeled. In general, these notations have been developed without regard to reuse
or extension. This makes the effort in adapting an existing notation to a new purpose commensurate with developing a new notation from scratch. To address this problem, we have developed an
approach that allows for the rapid construction of new architecture description languages (ADLs).
Our approach is unique because it encapsulates ADL features in modules that are composed to
form ADLs. We achieve this by leveraging the extension mechanisms provided by XML and XML
schemas. We have defined a set of generic, reusable ADL modules called xADL 2.0, useful as an
ADL by itself, but also extensible to support new applications and domains. To support this extensibility, we have developed a set of reflective syntax-based tools that adapt to language changes
automatically, as well as several semantically-aware tools that provide support for advanced features of xADL 2.0. We demonstrate the effectiveness, scalability, and flexibility of our approach
through a diverse set of experiences. First, our approach has been applied in industrial contexts,
modeling software architectures for aircraft software and spacecraft systems. Second, we show how
xADL 2.0 can be extended to support the modeling features found in two different representations
for modeling product-line architectures. Finally, we show how our infrastructure has been used
to support its own development. The technical contribution of our infrastructure is augmented by
several research contributions: the first decomposition of an architecture description language into
modules, insights about how to develop new language modules and a process for integrating them,
and insights about the roles of different kinds of tools in a modular ADL-based infrastructure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software architecture-based development addresses software at a higher-level
of abstraction than objects or lines of code [Perry and Wolf 1992]. At a minimum,
software architecture deals with software systems consisting of components
(loci of computation), connectors (loci of communication), and configurations
(arrangements of components and connectors, and properties of that arrangement). At this level of abstraction, many aspects of a software system can be
modeled: its topology, behavior, usage scenarios, deployment profile, and so on.
Each of these aspects may also be modeled at different levels of detail or in
different ways. Each way of modeling can bring its own advantages, perhaps
providing a new way to analyze or simulate the system or to explain the system’s
structure to other developers.
Despite these advantages, software architecture research has yet to make a
significant impact on software engineering in practice. We believe that this can
be partially attributed to the fact that current techniques and tools for modeling software architectures (and leveraging the information contained in those
models) have failed to meet the needs of software engineering practitioners.
Making software architecture cost-effective requires that the notations, tools,
and techniques used model the important aspects of a system at the right level
of detail.
The result of a decade of research has been a plethora of notations for representing software architectures, usually in the form of architecture description languages (ADLs) [Medvidovic and Taylor 2000]. In general, the notations
developed to date each support a single research goal. However, to be useful in a real-world context, software architecture research must move beyond
single-purpose notations. Architectures must capture many aspects of a software system simultaneously. Furthermore, the set of aspects that are important enough to model varies from domain to domain. For example, embedded
systems projects may require extensive, detailed modeling capabilities for timing and power consumption, while distributed systems may require modeling
aspects of fault tolerance and bandwidth usage. Despite this wide spectrum
of needs across domains, however, many projects will also share some modeling needs. For example, both embedded and distributed system architects may
be concerned with tracking and managing the evolution of their architectures
across product releases. Projects within a domain will typically exhibit even
larger sets of common concerns.
The wide differences in modeling priorities and needs across domains indicates that a satisfactory “one-size-fits-all” ADL is unlikely to emerge. However, the significant commonalities that exist, even among disparate domains,
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indicate that developing new notations for each domain (or project) from scratch
means consistently reinventing the wheel. Therefore, a middle ground is necessary: one that allows architects to choose from the common architecture-level
aspects of the software system those aspects they want to model and to easily
add to those their own concerns.
We hypothesize that such a middle ground exists in the form of an infrastructure in which ADLs can be quickly constructed, combining compatible modeling features and allowing explorative integration of new features as necessary.
These ADLs would be modular rather than monolithic: modeling features would
be encapsulated in modules and modules would be composed into ADLs. This
will reduce the amount of effort it takes for architects to obtain a notation that
helps them to model the “right” aspects of their systems at the “right” level of
detail.
This raises many interesting research questions. What is an effective set of
technologies to create a modular notation? How can ADL features be effectively
modularized and later composed? How can feature modules be developed so as
to maximize reusability and compatibility with other modules that may be independently developed? What is the process by which architects can develop new
features (or new ADLs), and how can tools support this process? How can tools
be constructed in this context to maximize their reusability and applicability?
To answer these questions, we have taken an empirical approach. First, we
have created an infrastructure for the creation and use of modular ADLs. This
infrastructure provides:
(1) an XML-based modular extension mechanism for defining ADLs;
(2) a base set of features that can be reused in ADL development, supporting
design-time and run-time modeling, implementation mappings, and product lines; and
(3) a flexible set of tools to support ADL development and use.
Second, we followed up the creation of this infrastructure with four evaluation cases in different domains, both to test the infrastructure and to give us
additional insights regarding the research questions at hand. The results of
these experiences indicate that our infrastructure is generic, extensible, scalable, capable of modeling advanced features from other ADLs, and capable of
supporting its own development.
The primary research contributions of our approach are the first decomposition of an architecture description language into modules, insights about how to
develop new language modules and a process for integrating them, and insights
about the roles of different kinds of syntactic and semantic tools in a modular
infrastructure. In addition, the infrastructure itself represents a technical contribution in the form of modeling features and tools that can be used in practice.
Use of this infrastructure results in a significant overall reduction in effort compared to developing ADLs and supporting tools from scratch. Tool support for
extensible ADLs is especially important. While it may be relatively easy to
change the definition of a language, adapting tools to support a modified language has been costly. We take this into account by using a two-tiered approach.
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A first layer of tools is primarily syntactic: these tools generate their behaviors
and interfaces from XML schemas directly, adapting to language changes and
new modules automatically. A second layer of tools is primarily semantic: these
tools leverage the syntactic tools, but also make assumptions about the meanings of elements specified in language modules. Because of this, the semantic
tools are generally more capable and user-friendly than the syntactic tools at
the cost of changes and updates when the underlying language changes.
A research question we chose not to address is how to ensure semantic compatibility among ADL features. Our approach primarily addresses syntactic
compatibility and extensibility. Semantics are a more complex issue. The feature interaction problem [Zave 1999] has been described as the primary problem
in extensible language development [Berners-Lee and Connolly 1998; Peake
and Salzman 1997]. In our approach, ensuring semantic compatibility among
language features is the responsibility of the ADL developer. This is not unique
to our approach; developers who create new ADLs from scratch must also address feature interactions.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
background material about software architectures, ADLs in general, and XML.
Section 3 provides a high-level introduction to our approach. Section 4 discusses
our set of reusable ADL features. Section 5 details the tools we have developed to
support ADL development. Section 6 discusses how our infrastructure has been
applied in several domains. Section 7 summarizes our main research results
and describes the insights we developed while building and using our infrastructure. Section 8 compares our work to related projects. Finally, Section 9
concludes the article and discusses future work.
2. BACKGROUND
Understanding our approach requires a background in software architecture
research, the large body of previous work in developing software architecture
description languages (ADLs), and some information on XML itself.
2.1 Software Architecture
Since the development of abstraction and modularization in software development, abstract models (formal or otherwise) of a system’s structure have played
a key role in the development of large software systems. As the complexity of
systems has increased, support for more and more abstract concepts in programming languages and environments has also increased. Object- oriented
development, for example, provides a useful abstraction above the level of program statements by encapsulating related functionality and state in a single
construct: the object. Software architecture research has resulted in a level of
abstraction above that of simple objects, modules, or lines of code [Perry and
Wolf 1992]. Architecture descriptions of software systems are generally composed of at least three key entities: components, connectors, and configurations
[Medvidovic and Taylor 2000].
Components are the loci of computation in an architecture, and may be stateful. In this way, they resemble objects, but components and objects differ in
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several ways. Components tend to be larger than objects, often encapsulating an entire off-the-shelf library or tool. Components are rarely created and
destroyed in the life of a software system, objects are created and destroyed
constantly [Szyperski 1997].
Connectors are the loci of communication in an architecture. Connectors may
be implicit, like a procedure call, or explicit, resembling a component. Simple
connectors may be implemented as a basic message queue or API entrypoint,
complex connectors may encapsulate middleware or cross process boundaries.
This can blur the distinction between components and connectors; a good rule
of thumb is that connectors may change the form or syntax of the data they
convey but generally do not affect application-level semantics; that is, they do
not change the meaning of the data [Mehta et al. 2000].
Configurations describe how components and connectors are arranged, as
well as the properties of that particular arrangement. Most commonly, this is
expressed through a set of explicit component-to-connector links that define an
architectural topology. Alternatively, it may include constraints or patterns on
arrangements of components and connectors, or how they behave.
2.2 Architecture Description Languages
Beyond components, connectors, and configurations, a description of a software
system at the architectural level can contain almost any kind of information.
The kinds of information present in an architecture description are influenced
by the domain in which the software is being developed and how the architecture
description is being used.
The proliferation of specialized architecture description languages over the
past decade confirms this. Wright [Allen and Garlan 1997] extends component
and connector specifications with behavioral information in the language of
communicating sequential processes (CSP) [Hoare 1978] so that architectures
can be analyzed. Rapide [Luckham et al. 1995] describes components with partially ordered event sets called POSETs so that their behavior can be simulated. Darwin [Magee et al. 1995] describes configurations of systems that are
distributed across multiple processes and machines.
Despite the fact that these notations share many common conceptual elements (components, connectors, interfaces, links, and so on), they do not share
even a syntactic basis. This renders each notation’s tools incompatible with the
others. Other ADLs such as Weaves [Gorlick and Razouk 1991] and MetaH
[Binns et al. 1996] are similarly incompatible. To compound the problem, all
these languages lack support for extensibility, so adding features to any of them
would require significant changes to all its supporting tools.
The most notable exception to this from the architecture community is Acme
[Garlan et al. 2000] which was developed as an architectural interchange language. The Acme core consists of basic types of constructs that occur in practically every architecture notation: components, connectors, interfaces (called
ports and roles), links (called connections), and so on. Each of these core entities
is decorated with a set of arbitrary name-value pair properties. This strategy
allows some extensibility, but its usefulness is hampered by several constraints.
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Fig. 1. Sample marked-up text in XML.

(1) It is not possible to extend the core set of elements (components, connectors, ports, roles) to add new first-class entities. This prohibits architectural
constructs that are not naturally represented as decorations on one of the
core elements such as component version trees.
(2) It is difficult to encode and manage complex data structures as sets of namevalue pair properties.
(3) Acme is not supported by a metalanguage that allows description of allowable properties and their format.
Thus, Acme’s ability to serve as a general-purpose interchange language or
extensible ADL is diminished.
2.3 XML as a Basis for an Extensible Modeling Language
Constructing an extensible modeling language for software systems requires
a way to define allowable constructs in the language and a way to extend or
change constructs in the language to add or modify features. Many metalanguages and environments exist in which an extensible, modular language can be
created, among them XML [Bray et al. 1998], Lisp [Steele 1990], GME [Ledeczi
et al. 2000], and DOME [Honeywell Inc. 1999]. From a technical and theoretical perspective, we could have used any of these environments to develop our
infrastructure (although they are not all equivalent; technical differences between these approaches are discussed further in Section 8.2). From a practical
perspective, however, XML has far more support from standards committees,
tool vendors, and practitioners than any other alternative. XML is platformneutral, unbound to any particular hardware or network architecture. Many
ancillary standards support XML, such as XLink [DeRose et al. 2001], which
allows linking within and between XML documents, and XPath [Clark and
DeRose 1999], which allows indexing of specific elements and attributes within
a document. A plethora of off-the-shelf tools for constructing, visualizing, storing, and manipulating XML documents are available. This is not to say that
XML is by any means perfect even for our application. Specific drawbacks of
using XML are detailed in Section 7.3. We believe, however, that XML’s support for modular extensibility and extrinsic benefits far outweigh its technical
drawbacks.
XML documents are text documents in which some of the text is marked up
using specially formatted tags that define the beginning and end of a segment of
marked-up text. Data delimited by a start and end tag is known as an element;
start tags can contain additional annotations called attributes. Data marked
up with elements and attributes is shown in Figure 1.
It is possible to introduce a grammar of elements and attributes over
XML documents using one of several available metalanguages. Several
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metalanguages for defining XML grammars are available, two of which have
been standardized by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C): DTDs and XML
schemas [Fallside 2001]. DTDs offer limited mechanisms for supporting modular extensibility as evidenced in the Modularization of XHTML standard
[Altheim et al. 2001]. However, XML schemas are much more capable in this
regard, offering an easy way to define constructs in one schema and extend
them in another through a mechanism very similar to object-oriented subtyping. A subtype can add new elements and attributes to the content model of
its supertype. Unlike in object-oriented types, however, XML schema subtypes
can also be more restrictive than their supertypes in certain ways. Specifically,
they can restrict the cardinality of elements in their supertype. For example, if
an element in the supertype has cardinality 0-n, the cardinality of the element
in a restricted subtype could be 0-0, eliminating the element entirely.
3. APPROACH
Existing architecture description languages are either too specific (e.g., singlepurpose ADLs like Rapide, Darwin, or Koala) or too general (e.g., Acme). Furthermore, the cost to adapt a notation and its tools to support a new feature—
even when that feature only slightly extends the capabilities of the target
ADL—is prohibitively expensive. To remedy this, we have developed an infrastructure supporting modular extensibility. Our objectives in building this
infrastructure were:
— It must place as few limits on what can be expressed at the architecture level
as possible;
— It should allow new modeling features to be added and existing features to
be modified over time;
— It should allow experimentation with new features and combinations of
features;
— It should provide a library of generically useful modules applicable to a wide
variety of domains;
— It should allow modeling features, once defined, to be reused in other projects;
and
— It should provide tool-builders with support for creating and manipulating
architecture models, even when the underlying notation can and will change.
The core elements of our infrastructure are shown in Figure 2. At the base
of the infrastructure is a collection of language modules, realized in our implementation as XML schemas. These schemas define modeling constructs and
extend modeling constructs from other schemas. Some of these schemas are relatively generic, containing modeling features applicable to many domains. In
our infrastructure, these generic schemas are collectively called xADL 2.0 and
are described in Section 4. Other schemas may be more domain-specific such as
those described in Section 6.2. Decomposing features into individual schemas is
nontrivial and is (we believe) the key contributor to maintaining the flexibility
of this infrastructure. Above this language layer is a layer of syntax-oriented
tools. These tools leverage the syntax defined in the schemas to automatically
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Fig. 2. Approach overview depicting the relationship between language modules as realized in
XML schemas, syntactic tools that work on any schemas, and schema-specific semantic tools.

provide services that are generically useful regardless of the contents of any particular schema—these include parsers, serializers, data bindings, and syntaxdirected editors. The primary advantage of these tools is that they do not need
to be changed when new schemas are added to the language layer. Finally, the
infrastructure contains a layer of semantic tools. These tools are built to support features of specific schemas in the language layer and generally use the
syntax-oriented tools to read and write architecture descriptions. These tools
may include visual editors, analysis tools, code generators, and so on. Because
these tools are bound to specific schemas and schema features, they may need
to be changed when the schemas in the language layer change.
This infrastructure promotes a straightforward process for software
architecture-based development. First, the architect looks for an ADL (in this
case, a composition of schemas) that has already been developed that meets
the needs of the current project. If no such ADL exists, then the closest ADL
(the one with the most features/modules applicable to the current project) is
chosen. Unneeded modules can be removed. Additional features required can
come from one of three sources: by reusing modules from other ADLs, by extending existing modules, or by developing new modules if no suitable basis exists.
Obviously, reusing or extending existing modules is preferable to developing
new ones because of the potential to also reuse the accompanying engineering
knowledge and, more importantly, semantic tools that were developed along
with the original modules.
4. XADL 2.0: A GENERIC BASE FEATURE SET
Architecture description languages must minimally provide methods for describing components, connectors, interfaces, and links. Beyond this core, each
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Fig. 3. xADL 2.0 XML schemas and their relationships.

domain will have unique modeling needs. However, there are some ADL features that are generally applicable and desirable across many diverse domains.
We believe that well-designed implementations of these features that are syntactically and semantically compatible with each other and the core constructs
are a key part of a successful ADL development infrastructure.
Accordingly, we have used XML schemas to define a set of generic constructs
that are useful for modeling software architectures across many domains. These
constructs can be used as is, or they can be extended to support additional
modeling features. Instead of defining all these generic constructs in one large,
monolithic XML schema, we have elected to group them in schemas based on
their intended purpose. The result is a set of reusable “modules” that together
comprise a generic ADL, known as xADL 2.0 [Dashofy et al. 2001]. The current set of xADL 2.0 schemas and their dependency relationships are shown in
Figure 31 .
Cognizant that these schemas will be used in many domains, we have attempted to keep them as generic as possible. For example, xADL 2.0 defines
basic constructs like components and connectors but does not dictate how they
must behave or how they can be linked together. These characteristics vary
1 Figure

3 shows the conceptual dependencies between xADL 2.0 schemas. Because the current
XML schema standard does not support multiple inheritance of elements, we have occasionally
needed to introduce some syntactic dependencies between schemas; however, we have attempted
to minimize or eliminate the semantic impact of these artificial dependencies. This is discussed in
detail in Section 7.3.
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Table I. xADL 2.0 Schemas and Features

Purpose
Design-time and Run-time
Modeling

Schema
INSTANCES

STRUCTURE & TYPES

Implementation Mappings

ABSTRACT IMPLEMENTATION

JAVA IMPLEMENTATION

Architecture Evolution
VERSIONS
Management and
Product-Line Architectures
OPTIONS
VARIANTS

Features
Run-time component, connector,
interface, and link instances;
subarchitectures, general groups.
Design-time components, connectors,
interfaces, links, subarchitectures,
general groups.
Placeholder for implementation data
on components, connectors, and
interfaces.
Concrete implementation data for
Java components, connectors, and
interfaces.
Version graphs for component,
connector, and interface types.
Optional design-time components,
connectors, interfaces, and links.
Variant design-time component and
connector types.

from ADL to ADL so they can be specified in extension schemas. Depending
on the situation and the requirements of the model, however, these generic
features can be sufficient on their own as is evidenced in our experiences with
them (see Section 6).
xADL 2.0’s core, generic features are:
(1) separation of run-time and design-time models of a software system;
(2) implementation mappings that map the ADL specification of an architecture onto executable code; and
(3) the ability to model aspects of architectural evolution and product-line
architectures.
The breakdown of these high-level features into individual schemas is shown
in Table I. We discuss each schema in detail in this section. To illustrate how
these schemas are applied to describe a software system’s architecture, we will
use xADL 2.0 to describe a hypothetical software system for a consumer electronics product.
4.1 Separation of Design-Time and Run-Time Views
Traditional ADLs have viewed software architecture as a design-time artifact,
focusing their modeling capabilities on the design phase of development. However, research into run-time software evolution and dynamism has shown that
it is useful to maintain an architectural model of the system at run-time as well
[Oreizy et al. 1999; Schmerl and Garlan 2002]. The design-time and run-time
models of a system will be similar but not identical. At design time, a system
model may contain basic metadata about elements (author, size, textual descriptions), specification of intended (not observed) behavior, and constraints
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on the arrangements of elements. In contrast, run-time aspects of a system
that might be captured in an ADL include the physical distribution of the software system across machines, the process ID in which each component runs, or
the current state of a particular connector (e.g., running, processing messages,
blocked).
Two schemas support the design-time/run-time separation in xADL 2.0.
These are called the Structure & Types and INSTANCES schemas, respectively.
Both schemas support the following features.
— Components: Components are the loci of computation in the architecture. In
these schemas, components are defined generically; that is, they have only a
unique identifier and a short textual description, along with a set of interfaces
(described in the following).
— Connectors: Connectors are the loci of communication in the architecture.
Similar to components, connectors also have only a unique identifier, a textual
description, and a set of interfaces.
— Interfaces: Interfaces are components’ and connectors’ portals to the outside
world; what we term “interfaces” are also known as “ports” in other ADLs.
For example, if a component implements a particular API, it would likely
contain an interface indicating that other components can make calls to that
API on the target component. In these schemas, interfaces have a unique
identifier, a textual description, and a direction (an indicator of whether the
interface is provided, required, or both). Specific interface semantics are not
specified in xADL 2.0 but in extensions, see Section 6.2 for an example of this.
— Links: Links are connections between elements that define the topology of
the architecture. In most architecture notations, links connect interfaces,
but this constraint is not mandated.
— Subarchitectures: Components and connectors may be atomic (not broken
down further at the architectural level) or composite. Composite components
and connectors have internal architectures, called subarchitectures.
— General Groups: Groups are simply collections of pointers to elements in
the architecture description. In these schemas, a group has no semantics.
Groups with specific meanings (e.g., common authorship, common platform,
similar functionality) can be specified in extension schemas.
Because the INSTANCES and STRUCTURE & TYPES schemas have definitions for
the basic architectural constructs (components, connectors, etc.), they are the
core of xADL 2.0. By maintaining definitions of these elements in both schemas,
they can be extended separately: the INSTANCES schema should be extended to
provide additional run-time data, and the STRUCTURE & TYPES schema should be
extended to provide additional design-time data. To provide traceability, XLinks
link run-time elements to their design-time counterparts.
To see how these schemas can be used to model the core of a software architecture, consider a software system that might be used to drive a low-end
television set. Such a device might have only two software components, one to
interface with the TV tuner, and one to drive the infrared detector used to pick
up signals from the remote control. These two components are connected by a
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Fig. 4. Diagram of an example architecture for a television accompanied by its xADL 2.0 designtime structural description (in abbreviated, non-XML notation).

software connector that allows the infrared receiver component to send signals
to the TV tuner to change the channel. A graphical depiction of this architecture, accompanied by its xADL 2.0 description (with ancillary mark up elided)
is shown in Figure 4.
4.2 Design-Time Type System
Typing is an important construct in most ADLs. xADL 2.0 incorporates the base
structures of a typing system that supports type equality and composition. In
xADL 2.0, the use of types is optional. Each component, connector, or interface
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can optionally contain an XML link to a type; multiple elements can share
a type. The type serves as a construct where common properties of elements
can be specified once (in the type) instead of in each element declaration. In
the STRUCTURE & TYPES schema, these types consist of a unique identifier and
a textual description along with a set of signatures. Signatures are prescribed
interfaces; two components or connectors of the same type should have the same
types of interfaces.
To demonstrate this, we will add types to our television example. We will also
add another component to our television, a picture-in-picture tuner. Televisions
with picture-in-picture require two tuners to support the display of both channels simultaneously, but since the main tuner and the picture-in- picture tuner
are basically identical, they will share a type. The additions to our existing
architecture and its description are shown in Figure 5.
Types are also used in xADL 2.0 to support design-time subarchitectures
(that is, components or connectors that have internal architectures also specified in xADL 2.0). Thus, two components or connectors that share a type also
share an internal architecture. Specifically, types can have an optional XLink to
another ArchStructure element describing the internal architecture, as well as
a set of mappings between signatures on the type and interfaces on components
and connectors in the subarchitecture. These mappings serve to link the outer
architecture with the inner one. A full xADL 2.0 depiction of subarchitectures
is beyond the scope of this paper, but several are available on our websites, see
Section 10 for the URLs.
Some of our intended semantic constraints for types (for example, that a
component’s type link point to a component type or that interfaces match their
prescriptions as expressed in signatures) cannot be expressed directly in the
XML schemas. However, we have built checking tools and environments that
help to guide users into following and maintaining these constraints in their
own architectures. These are discussed further in Section 5.2.
4.3 Implementation Mappings
A second important feature of xADL 2.0 is its support for mapping designtime architectural elements onto executable code. Several ADLs such as MetaH
[Binns et al. 1996] support or require a mapping between an architecture specification and its implementation. This is essential if a software system is to
be automatically instantiated from its architecture description and can help to
manage the transition from system design to implementation.
Since xADL 2.0 is not bound to a particular implementation platform or language, it is impossible to know a priori exactly what kinds of implementations
will be used. Obvious possibilities include Java classes and archives, Windows
DLLs, UNIX shared libraries, and CORBA components [Object Management
Group 2001], but making a comprehensive list is infeasible. To address this,
xADL 2.0 adopts a two-level approach.
The first level of specification is abstract and defines where implementation
data should go in an architecture description but not what the data should
be. This indicates to future developers how to extend the xADL 2.0 schemas
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Fig. 5. Diagram for an expanded version of the example television architecture, adding a picture-in
picture component, accompanied by additions to our earlier xADL 2.0 description.

to add data for a new implementation platform. The xADL 2.0 ABSTRACT IMPLEMENTATION schema extends the STRUCTURE & TYPES schema and defines a
placeholder for implementation data. This placeholder is present on component, connector, and interface types. As such, two elements of the same type
share an implementation. The second level of specification is concrete, defining
what the implementation data is for a particular platform or programming language. Concrete implementation schemas extend the ABSTRACT IMPLEMENTATION
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Fig. 6. Expanded description of one of the television component types, adding implementation
details.

schema. xADL 2.0 includes a JAVA IMPLEMENTATION schema that concretely defines a mapping from components, connectors, and interface types to Java
classes; we are currently working on additional implementation schemas for
mapping to source code as well.
With this setup, determining the concrete implementation for a given element is straight-forward. For a design-time element like a component or a
connector, the user simply follows the element’s type XLink and gets the implementation data from the type. Run-time elements like component instances and
connector instances require an additional step, following the XLink from the
run-time element to the design-time element, and then following the designtime element’s XLink to its type.
We can add implementation data to component and connector types in our
television example, as shown in Figure 6. Here, we show that the television
tuner component is implemented by two Java classes residing in the same JAR
archive. The main class takes an initialization parameter of the television’s
model, which is useful if the component’s implementation is multipurpose or
reusable in multiple contexts (e.g., for many television models).
4.4 Modeling Architecture Evolution and Product Lines
Many first-generation ADLs focused on modeling the architecture of a single software system or product. This is inadequate for two reasons. First,
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architectures evolve over time. As a product evolves, so does its architecture.
Second, software products are often part of a larger product line. A product line
is a family of related software products that share significant portions of their
architectures with specific points of variation [Bosch 1999; Ommering 2002;
Tracz and Coglianese 1993]. A single product line may contain products that
are localized for specific regions or represent different feature sets for marketing purposes (e.g., Standard, Professional, Enterprise).
From a modeling perspective, both architectural evolution and product lines
can be addressed by applying traditional concepts from configuration management to software architectures. Inspired by previous research in modeling architectural product lines [Bosch 2000; Clements and Northrop 2001; Ommering
et al. 2000], xADL 2.0 integrates these concepts in the form of three schemas:
the VERSIONS, OPTIONS, and VARIANTS schemas. Versions record information about
the evolution of architectures and elements like components, connectors, and
interfaces. Options indicate points of variation in an architecture where the
structure may vary by the inclusion or exclusion of a group of elements (components, connectors, links, and so on). Variants indicate points in an architecture
where one of several alternatives may be substituted for an element or group of
elements. We developed these three schemas to be compatible such that modelers can choose to use only the VERSIONS, OPTIONS, or VARIANTS schema, or any
combination of the three.
4.4.1 Versions. The VERSIONS schema adds versioning constructs to xADL
2.0. It defines version graphs for component, connector, and interface types. In
xADL 2.0, architecture element types are the versioned entities. The decision
to version types rather than elements such as components and connectors was
made because we feel that it best matches the semantics of the type system.
For example, by versioning types, it is possible to have multiple instances of the
same version of a component, connector, or interface by simply creating multiple
instances of a type. Different versions of a component, connector, or interface
can coexist in an architecture as well simply by creating instances of type that
share a version tree. We believe this makes sense because, as architectures
evolve, newer versions of element (types) may have different characteristics
than older versions (e.g., additional signatures).
The relationship between concrete elements (e.g., components), their types,
and version graphs is depicted in Figure 7. Here, the TV Tuner Type and the
HDTV Tuner Type share a common lineage. The HDTV Tuner Type is a later
version of the TV Tuner Type, but both versions may be included in the same
architecture if necessary.
In this example, the version graph describes the evolution of a single element. However, using the type-based subarchitecture mechanism defined in
the STRUCTURE & TYPES schema, a version graph can capture the evolution of
groups of elements or whole architectures. This is another reason why we chose
to version types.
In keeping with the generic nature of xADL 2.0 schemas, version graphs
do not constrain the relationship between different versions of individual elements, for instance, that they must share some behavioral characteristics or
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Fig. 7. Relationships between concrete elements, their types, and version graphs.

interfaces. Such constraints may be specified in extension schemas and checked
with external tools.
4.4.2 Options. The OPTIONS schema allows design-time components, connectors, and links to be labeled as optional in an architecture. Optional elements
are accompanied by a “guard condition” whose format can be specified in an extension. xADL 2.0 provides a default schema for guards, the BOOLEAN GUARD
schema, that allows guards to be specified as Boolean expressions similar to
those found in modern programming languages. If the guard condition is satisfied when evaluated, then the optional element is included in the architecture;
otherwise it is excluded.
In our television example, we may wish to turn our single product architecture into a product line by adding optionality. By making the picture-in-picture
tuner optional along with its link to the TV connector, we can create a product line that describes two products: a television with picture-in-picture and a
television without it. The changes that we must make to our existing product
description are shown in Figure 8. Here, we add an <optional> element to both
the picture-in-picture tuner and its link to the connector. The guard condition
for both <optional> elements is hasP in P == true, so these elements will only
be included in the architecture if the target product has picture-in-picture (i.e.,
the variable hasP in P is bound to the value true). Variable-value bindings are
established in a selector tool, see Section 5.2.3.
Note that it is possible to express architectures with guards that could result
in incomplete or incorrect architectures (e.g., if the link’s guard in the example
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Fig. 8. Diagram for a television product-line where the picture-in-picture elements are optional,
accompanied by xADL 2.0 description.

above were missing or different than the guard on the P-in-P tuner). When
the product line is sculpted down to a single product via use of our selector
tool, these inconsistencies will become apparent and many of them (such as a
dangling link) will be caught by our design critics (see Section 5.2.1).
4.4.3 Variants. The VARIANTS schema allows the types of certain designtime constructs to vary in an architecture. In particular, it defines variant component and connector types. Variant types contain a set of possible alternatives.
Each alternative is a component or connector type accompanied by a guard condition, similar to the one used in the OPTIONS schema. Guards for variants must
be mutually exclusive. When a guard condition is met, its associated component
or connector type is used in place of the variant type.
Let us diversify our television product line more by expanding it to multiple
international markets. Televisions distributed to North America or Japan will
need NTSC tuners, while televisions distributed to most of Europe will need
PAL tuners. We can express this by replacing the existing tuner type with a
variant type that links to two possible concrete types: an NTSC tuner type and
a PAL tuner type. This is shown in Figure 9. In this example, the structural
description of the architecture does not change at all: both the main and picturein-picture tuners retain the link to the same type (tuner type). Now, however,
their type has become variant: they may be an NTSC or PAL tuner, depending
on the situation.
5. TOOL SUPPORT
An ADL’s usefulness is closely tied to the amount of tool support available for
that ADL. Tools are needed to create architecture descriptions, to edit them, to
analyze them, to map them to system implementations, and so on. Tools can
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Fig. 9. Expansion of a formerly concrete type (tuner type) into a variant type.

also help to insulate the architect from unpleasant syntactic details (such as
XML mark up and namespaces).
We partition the tools available in our infrastructure into two groups: syntaxbased and semantics-based tools. Syntax-based tools are generic, and their interfaces (graphical, textual, or programmatic) are based on the syntax of the
ADL as specified in XML schemas. Because ADLs created in our infrastructure are extensible and easy to change, syntax-based tools are important since
they adapt themselves as the language evolves and changes. Semantic-based
tools make some assumptions about the meanings of particular constructs in
the constructed ADLs and may require or support the use of specific schemas.
These tools provide additional value for users of our infrastructure who adopt
some or all of the xADL 2.0 schemas and for whom the semantic assumptions
are valid. The relationships among the tools in our infrastructure are depicted
in Figure 10. Each tool in our infrastructure is described in this section.
5.1 Syntax-Based Tools
One of the advantages of using XML is its support of off-the-shelf syntax- based
tools for manipulating documents and schemas. Additionally, we have leveraged
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Fig. 10. Relationships among tools in our infrastructure.

these off-the-shelf tools to create additional syntax-based tools specific to our
infrastructure.
5.1.1 Off-the-Shelf XML Tools: Sun’s Crimson Parser, XSV, and XML Spy.
Because ADLs created in our infrastructure are defined in XML schemas, and
because architecture descriptions are XML documents that conform to these
schemas, many off-the-shelf tools for working with XML in general are available
to users. Three such tools are particularly important as they form the basis for
all our other tools.
Sun’s Crimson parser [Apache Group 2003] is a Java implementation of the
DOM [Le Hors et al. 2003] and SAX [SAX Project 2003] APIs for parsing and manipulating XML documents. Crimson provides the ability to programmatically
access the structures in XML documents (both architecture descriptions and
schemas) at the level of XML syntactic constructs (elements, tags, attributes,
comments, etc.) This API forms the foundation for more powerful syntax-based
tools as will be described later in this section.
XSV [Thompson and Tobin 2003] is an open-source XML schema and instance document validator. It provides two main functions: to verify the syntactic correctness of XML schemas that are part of an ADL and to verify that
an architecture description conforms to a set of schemas. While XSV cannot
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verify complex architectural properties such as type consistency, it can provide some rudimentary syntactic checking of consistency at the level of XML
constructs.
Altova’s XML Spy [Altova GmbH 2003] is a commercial development environment for XML. XML Spy can be used to design and validate new schemas.
Most importantly, it provides a way of exploring and designing schema constructs graphically which is a valuable tool for schema designers to inspect and
communicate the modeling features in their schemas without having to read
the raw schemas.
The reuse of off-the-shelf XML tools is a subtle but important benefit to our
approach. While these tools do not work at the level of architectural constructs
(e.g., components and connectors), they do allow us to avoid mundane tasks
such as the creation of parsers, serializers, syntax checkers, graphical schema
editors, and so on. Our approach also benefits automatically from improvements
in these technologies: performance improvements in the underlying DOM implementation translate into faster applications.
5.1.2 Data Binding Library. Off-the-shelf XML tools tend to support manipulation of documents in terms of low-level XML concepts like elements,
attributes, and text segments. Building tools that work with these low-level
constructs directly is cumbersome and error prone as it requires the tools
themselves to manage elements like namespaces directly and to ensure that
documents conform to XML schemas.
When schemas are available, a more friendly programmatic interface to XML
documents can be created based on the language prescribed by the schemas.
In our infrastructure, this interface is provided through a data binding library
[Sun Microsystems 2003a]. Our data binding library provides a set of Java
classes corresponding to elements and attributes specified in the xADL 2.0
schemas. These classes hide XML details such as namespaces, header tags,
sequence ordering, and so forth. Whereas a generic XML API like DOM exposes functions like addElement(...) and getChildElements(...), classes in
our data binding library expose functions like addComponentInstance(...) and
getAllInterfaces(...). Internally, the library uses the DOM implementation
provided with Crimson to manipulate the underlying XML document. The Data
Binding Library is automatically generated by another tool in our infrastructure, Apigen, described in the next section.
Consider the following XML definition of a component, excerpted from the
xADL 2.0 STRUCTURE & TYPES Schema:
<complexType name="Component">
<sequence>
<element name="description" type="Description"/>
<element name="interface" type="Interface"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<element name="type" type="XMLLink"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</sequence>
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<attribute name="id" type="Identifier"/>
<complexType>
For this type, the data binding library includes a Java class that exposes the
following interface:
void
void
IDescription
void
void
void
IInterface
Collection
Collection
void
void
void
IXMLLink
void
String
void

setDescription(IDescription value);
clearDescription();
getDescription();
addInterface(IInterface newInterface);
addInterfaces(Collection interfaces);
clearInterfaces();
getInterface(String id);
getInterfaces(Collection ids);
getAllInterfaces();
removeInterface(IInterface interface);
setType(IXMLLink link);
clearType();
getType();
setId(String id);
getId();
clearId();

This demonstrates that, despite having no knowledge of the semantics of the
ADL, the data binding library exposes functions that are closer (in terms of their
level of abstraction) to the concepts relevant to a software architect. This makes
building architecture tools with the data binding library more intuitive than
building them with an XML tool like Crimson. Furthermore, it reduces the number of lines of code necessary to manipulate an XML-based architecture description significantly, by a ratio of approximately 5:1. That is, each call to the data
binding library (e.g., addInterface) encapsulates about 5 lines of DOM code.
5.1.3 Apigen. If the data binding library must be rewritten every time a
schema is added to, changed, or removed from an ADL, then the benefit of
having it is negated. Fortunately, the syntax information present in the ADL
schemas is enough to generate the data binding library automatically. We built
a tool called “Apigen” (short for API generator) [Dashofy 2001] that can automatically generate the Java data binding library, described previously, for
xADL 2.0 and extension schemas.2 When an ADL’s schemas are changed, tool
builders simply rerun Apigen over the modified set of schemas to generate a
new data binding library. Of course, bindings for elements that did not change
will remain the same, minimizing the impact on existing tools that use the library. Because of the complexity of the XML schema language, Apigen is not
a generic data binding generator it does not support the full gamut of constructs available in XML schemas (to our knowledge, no XML schema binding
2 When

we built Apigen, no adequate data binding generator existed that supported XML scemas. Several promising alternatives have since emerged’ (e.g., Sun Microsystems’ JAXB [Sun
Microsystems 2003a] and XML Spy 5’s proprietary generator [Altova GmbH 2003]).
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Fig. 11. Example of a data binding library call and an equivalent xArchADT message.

generator currently does). However, it supports a large set of schema features
and so far has been sufficient to generate data bindings for all the xADL 2.0
schemas as well as schemas written by third parties. A comprehensive list of
supported and nonsupported constructs in Apigen is beyond the scope of this
article but is included with the Apigen tool’s documentation.
5.1.4 xArchADT. The data binding library provides a traditional objectoriented interface to edit architecture descriptions. This requires the library’s
callers to maintain many direct object references. In general, distributed and
event-based systems assume that components do not share an address space
and, therefore, cannot maintain object references across components. Because
of this, using such a library as an independent component in a distributed or
event-based system is difficult. To address this, we have built a wrapper, called
“xArchADT,” for the data binding library that provides an event-based interface instead of an object-oriented one. Instead of procedure calls, xArchADT is
accessed via asynchronous events. An example of how a data binding library
call is expressed as an event data structure is shown in Figure 11. It uses firstclass indirect object references rather than direct pointers to refer to elements
in xADL 2.0 documents. That is, xArchADT assigns identifiers to xADL 2.0
elements, and those identifiers are used to refer to the elements. When the underlying architecture description is modified by one tool, xArchADT emits an
event, informing all listening tools of the change. This gives the data binding
library the added property of loose coupling.
xArchADT, like Apigen and the data binding library, is reflective. It uses
Java’s built-in reflection capabilities to adapt to changes in the data binding
library automatically. That is, if the library is regenerated by Apigen, xArchADT
will work without modification. xArchADT’s biggest contribution to our tool
suite, however, is that it increases the range of contexts in which the data
binding library can be used. The library alone is well-suited for use in tightlycoupled object-oriented system development, but the xArchADT wrapper gives
it an interface suitable for remote access across process boundaries (facilitated
by middleware) and inclusion in an event-based environment.
5.1.5 ArchEdit. The data binding library and xArchADT expose different programmatic interfaces for manipulating architecture descriptions. Our
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Fig. 12. ArchEdit Screenshot.

infrastructure also includes a syntax-driven tool with a graphical user interface called “ArchEdit”. A screenshot of this tool is shown in Figure 12.
ArchEdit depicts an architecture description graphically in a tree format,
where each node can be expanded, collapsed, or edited. This is similar to many
visual XML editors except ArchEdit hides the XML details of the document from
the user. The ADL’s XML schemas direct the structure of the displayed tree view,
making the structure of the XML document and the structure of the displayed
tree identical. This gives architects direct access to architecture descriptions
without abstracting away details. ArchEdit is an event-based software component and accesses architecture descriptions through xArchADT. Changes to
the architecture description made via xArchADT by ArchEdit or other tools are
immediately reflected in the ArchEdit user interface.
ArchEdit is another reflective tool in our infrastructure. ArchEdit is syntaxdriven: it does not understand the semantics of the displayed elements. It builds
its view and interface dynamically from the XML schemas used to define the
ADL. Therefore, it does not need to be modified when schemas are added, modified, or removed. This flexibility is valuable because it gives architects a simple
graphical editor for ADL documents automatically even if the new ADL features
have recently been added.
There are two disadvantages to ArchEdit’s reflectiveness. First, it does not
enforce stylistic constraints or other rules on the architecture description that
cannot be specified in XML. Second, ArchEdit cannot display the structure of
the software architecture in an intuitive way—as a box-and-arrow diagram, for
instance. These disadvantages are inherent in any syntax-based tool, but the
benefits of having a free editor for new ADL features outweighs these disadvantages. More semantically-aware editors can be built to augment ArchEdit
and integrated using xArchADT as we will show in the next section.
5.2 Semantics-Based Tools
Semantics-based tools differ from syntax-based tools in that they carry with
them some notion of the semantics of the underlying notation. This necessarily
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means that the use of certain semantics-based tools will be predicated on
the inclusion of certain specific XML schemas in their target ADLs, as well
as some assumptions about semantics associated with those schemas. Unlike
syntax-based tools, semantics-based tools cannot necessarily update their interfaces and behavior automatically to support new schemas. This makes extensibility a paramount concern when developing new semantics-based tools.
We have, therefore, endeavored to make our existing tools as tolerant of new
schemas as possible, for example, by ignoring unknown information rather than
failing.
In this section, we will profile three mature semantic tools that we developed
for our infrastructure: the critics framework, used for developing and integrating analysis components; Ménage, a graphical editor for architecture descriptions; and the Selector, a tool for sculpting product lines down to smaller product
lines or individual products. Additionally, we will provide a brief overview at
the end of the section of current, in-progress projects we are undertaking to
build more semantic tools.
5.2.1 Critics Framework. Consistency checking and analysis tools are important parts of any ADL’s tool suite. In fact, many other ADLs were constructed
specifically for the purpose of experimenting with new analysis techniques. In
an extensible ADL, a single analysis tool is impractical. Having a modular critic
framework [Robbins and Redmiles 1998] is a preferable alternative. Critics are
software components that check properties of architecture descriptions, identify
faults and potential flaws, and report them to other components. Critics differ
from traditional analysis tools because they can update their analysis as the
document changes, allowing continual revalidation to occur. The architecture
of the critics framework, expressed in the C2 architectural style [Taylor et al.
1996], is shown in Figure 13. In the C2 style, components can make requests
of components above them, but are not allowed to make assumptions about the
components below them. As such, events requesting service are emitted upwards, and state changes are emitted downwards. For example, whenever the
CriticADT’s internal data store of open issues changes, it emits a notification
to all components below it.
Design critics are independent components that can be included in the framework and activated if their analysis is relevant to the underlying ADL. Critics
in our framework either perform fine-grained analysis, checking only a single
property or a set of related properties, or build upon other critics to perform
more complex analyses. For example, the Link Critic checks that all link endpoints are anchored on interfaces, while the Architecture Evolution Manager
critic uses the Link Critic (and others) to decide whether the architecture description is complete enough to instantiate the specified system.
The CriticManager allows users to choose which critics to activate and deactivate, and several artist and GUI components render open issues for examination by end users. Users can use GUI elements (in our current framework,
a “Focus Open Editors” button) to notify open architecture editors to focus on
the particular element(s) that are involved in an issue. Screenshots of sample
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Fig. 13. Architecture of critics framework.

outputs from these critics and their visualization in the critic manager are
shown in Figure 14.
Our framework includes a growing set of critics for basic consistency checking
of xADL 2.0 documents. Current critics in our framework are listed in Table II.
The particular set of critics we have constructed to date check some of the most
common errors that can occur when defining a xADL 2.0 architecture. While
our focus thus far has been on the creation of the framework, we intend to use
this as a jumping-off point for future investigation of techniques for building
and composing critics, for example, leveraging off-the-shelf XML-based analysis
tools like xlinkit [Nentwich et al. 2002].
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Fig. 14. Screenshots of critic manager and critic issues.

5.2.2 Ménage. Ménage [Garg et al. 2003] is a graphical design environment for single-product and product-line architectures. Ménage requires its
target ADL to include the STRUCTURE & TYPES, VERSIONS, OPTIONS, VARIANTS, and
BOOLEAN GUARD schemas from xADL 2.0. Ménage allows architectures to be visualized and expressed in a graph structure. Optional and variant constructs
are depicted distinctively. Optional constructs have a dotted border. Variant
components and connectors are tagged as variants; double-clicking on a variant element shows the set of possible variants. Each variant or optional element
is associated with an editable Boolean guard condition to determine whether
it is included in the architecture or not. A screenshot of Ménage is shown in
Figure 15.
Ménage works well in combination with ArchEdit and our other syntaxdirected tools. Architecture descriptions created in Ménage can be finetuned in
ArchEdit if necessary, or ArchEdit can be used to access schema elements not
supported directly by Ménage.
5.2.3 Architecture Selector. A product-line architecture represents a set of
possible product architectures. As design parameters become fixed, the number
of points of variation in a product-line architecture are reduced. When all points
of variation have been removed, the result is a single product. Our infrastructure includes a tool called the “Selector” that allows the reduction of a product
line to be done automatically for product-line architecture descriptions that use
the STRUCTURE & TYPES, OPTIONS, VARIANTS, and BOOLEAN GUARD schemas.
Recall that each optional or variant element is accompanied by a Boolean
guard expression that defines when it is included in the architecture. This
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Table II. Critics and Their Descriptions

Critic

Description

ArchStructure Critic
Java Implementation Critic

Checks validity of ArchStructure elements.
Checks validity of Java implementation annotations
on component, connector, and interface types.
Link Critic
Checks validity of architectural links—that they have
two valid endpoints, etc.
Type Link Critic
Checks to ensure that each component, connector, and
interface has a valid link to a type.
XML Link Critic
Checks that XML links found in architecture
descriptions are valid.
Version Graph Critic
Checks that all component, connector, and interface
types have valid links to a node in an appropriate
version graph.
Signature Critic
Checks that components and connectors have the
correct number and types of interfaces as specified
by their types’ signatures.
Guard Critic
Checks that all optional and variant elements are
accompanied by a guard.
Signature-Interface Mapping Critic
Checks that components and connectors with
sub-architectures are properly connected to
internal components and connectors.
Interface Direction Critic
Checks that the directions of connected interfaces are
compatible (‘in’ interfaces connect only to ‘out’
interfaces, etc.)
Variant Type Critic
Checks that all possible variants are consistent with
their variant type.
Floating Elements Critic
Checks for components and connectors not connected
to the rest of the architecture.
Duplicates Critic
Checks for elements with duplicate identifiers.
Architecture Evolution Manager Critic Determines whether the architecture description
contains enough information for it to be
instantiated.

Boolean expression includes variables, just as Boolean expressions do in a programming language, but these variables are not bound to values in the architecture description. The Selector tool presents users with a graphical user interface
in which they can specify a set of values that will be bound to variables in the
Boolean expressions in the product-line architecture. Then, the user clicks a
button to start the selection process. The selector evaluates all Boolean guards
for optional and variant elements in the architecture using variable values provided by the user. For expressions that can be resolved, optional components
are either made permanent (included) or removed (excluded) and chosen variants are made permanent. For expressions that cannot be fully resolved (due to
an unbound variable, for example), the expression is reduced as far as possible,
and the element remains optional or variant. When all options and variants
have been resolved, the result is a single product architecture. If some options
and variants remain, the result is a subset of the original product line.
5.2.4 Additional Projects. In addition to those listed in this section, we
are constantly developing new semantic tools to augment our framework and
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Fig. 15. Ménage screenshot.

provide more comprehensive support for the xADL 2.0 schemas. These projects
are in various states of development, and more information on all of them can
be found on our websites (see Section 10). A partial list follows:
Architecture Differencing and Merging. Tools to automatically generate documents describing the difference between two architectures, and merge the
difference documents into existing architectures [Westhuizen and Hoek 2002].
This is useful for evolution management and feature propagation.
Product-Line Differencing and Merging. The application of differencing and
merging techniques to product-line members, allowing differencing of individual members of a product line and propagation of features from one member
product to another.
Eclipse Integration. An effort to provide and maintain mappings from xADL
2.0 components to their source-code implementations in the Eclipse [Eclipse
Foundation 2004] Java development environment.
Archipelago. A second-generation graphical xADL 2.0 editor focusing on supporting exploratory design and new user-interface metaphors for architecture
design. Archipelago is built on a highly-flexible plug-in framework that makes
it a good fit with an extensible language infrastructure.
Type Wrangler. A tool to assist users in making sure components and connectors are matched properly to their types (e.g. interfaces match signatures,
interface types are consistent, and so on).
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6. EXPERIENCES
Our infrastructure has been applied to problems in a number of domains. In
this section, we highlight four experiences that each demonstrate a different
strength of the infrastructure. First, we show how our infrastructure supported
the modeling and simulation of the architecture of a large military system,
demonstrating the scalability of the infrastructure. Second, we show how our
infrastructure supported the development of an ADL now used in architectural
modeling experiments for spacecraft systems, demonstrating the adaptability
of the infrastructure to new architectural domains with unique modeling requirements. Third, we show how our infrastructure supported the development
of ADLs for Koala and Mae, two representations used to model product-line architectures, demonstrating the extensibility of the XML schemas and tools in
our infrastructure. Finally, we show how the infrastructure has been used to develop its own software development environment—demonstrating its ability to
describe and support itself. Two of these examples demonstrate how the xADL
2.0 schemas can already support architecture-based development on their own,
and two of them describe experiences where a new ADL was created in our infrastructure, leveraging our base schemas and tools. Overall, these experiences
demonstrate how the different aspects of our infrastructure (XML-based extensibility, a base set of schemas, and flexible tool support) contribute to its effective
use.
6.1 AWACS
The U.S. Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) aircraft [Air Combat
Command Public Affairs Office 2000] is supported by a large, distributed
message-passing software architecture [Milligan 2000]. However, no formal architectural model of this software exists. To remedy this, and to help evaluate
the scalability of our infrastructure, we modeled the architecture of the AWACS
aircraft’s software systems in xADL 2.0 and used this model as the basis for
an architecture-based simulation of AWACS. The model of AWACS was created based on available documentation and a proprietary simulator of AWACS
component behavior provided to us by an industrial partner.
The AWACS description consists of more than 10,000 lines (almost one
megabyte) of XML. The AWACS description describes 125 components and 206
connectors, distributed across 28 processors, along with component, connector, and interface types. The description was validated against the xADL 2.0
schemas using XSV and visualized with ArchEdit. We used ArchEdit to inspect
the architecture and make further improvements until the model was accurate
and ran critics against the architecture to verify various aspects of it.
The various tools we used were relatively efficient given AWACS’ large size.
XSV can analyze an XML document of AWACS’s size in a few seconds. ArchEdit
amortizes the amount of time it takes to visualize an architecture by only reading data from the DOM tree when it is viewed; expanding the most populous
node in the AWACS description for the first time takes about 5–8 seconds on a
state-of-the-art PC. The performance of critics largely depended on how much
data the critics were required to analyze. Critics that check a large portion of
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Fig. 16. AWACS simulator screenshot.

the architecture (for example, the Link Critic) took about 2 seconds to check
AWACS on the PC. We believe that these times are reasonable given the size
of the architecture being checked.
Along with the initial architecture description, we developed an architecturebased simulation of the communication among the components on the aircraft.
The simulator consists of implementations of each component and connector
type in the architecture in Java. Implementation mappings between types in
the architecture description and these Java classes were added to the architecture description. A bootstrapping program reads the architecture description
into xArchADT and instantiates and links the components and connectors automatically. To visualize the simulation, a separate project created an extension
to Microsoft Visio that can render a xADL 2.0 architecture as a graph of components, connectors, and links [Ren and Taylor 2003]. Messages sent among
AWACS components and connectors are animated on this graph. A screenshot
of this simulator is shown in Figure 16.
Beyond scalability, our experience with AWACS demonstrates several additional positive characteristics of our infrastructure. First, it shows that our base
schemas have effective modeling capabilities by themselves as no extensions
were needed to model the AWACS architecture. Second, it shows the flexibility
of the infrastructure’s tool support as we were able to use xArchADT (and, by
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extension, our data binding library) to create the architecture description and
use it as the basis for our simulator. Finally, it shows the value of the COTS
and user-interface based tools in our infrastructure as we were able to use XSV
to validate our description and ArchEdit to refine it.
6.2 JPL
As a demonstration of the adaptability of the infrastructure to a new domain
with its own unique architectural requirements, we describe our experience
with NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). JPL develops software systems
for space probes and ground systems. This domain induces unique modeling
needs; specifically, these architectures are modeled as state-based systems. To
accommodate these modeling constraints, JPL’s Mission Data Systems group
[Rouquette and Reinholtz 2002] and their research partners at the University
of Southern California (USC) created extensions to xADL 2.0 [Roshandel et al.
2004]. While the specific contents of these schemas cannot be shared due to
their proprietary and confidential nature, they are roughly characterized as
follows:
Static Behavior Schema. This schema extends the core xADL 2.0 schemas
to capture static behavioral properties of the system. These behaviors add preconditions, postconditions, and invariants to xADL 2.0 component types, using
a set of variables also defined in the extension. Additionally, xADL 2.0 signatures are extended with input and output parameters, allowing them to specify
programming-language-like functions.
MDS Types Schema. This schema extends the static behavior schema to
capture namespaces and complex inheritance information for components.
MDS Implementation Schema. This schema links architectural artifacts to
implementation-level counterparts as expressed in the JPL-proprietary MDS
framework. It is used primarily for code generation.
JPL integrated their extended version of xADL 2.0 into their development
process by creating translators to and from existing notations such as UML and
proprietary text-based notations. They also adopted our tools to visualize and
manipulate architecture descriptions. Additionally, researchers at USC used
the extended version of xADL 2.0 to model the architecture of the SCrover, a
mobile robot based on JPL’s MDS framework. They modified an existing architecture analysis tool, DRADEL [Medvidovic et al. 1999], to use JPL-extended
xADL descriptions rather than its own proprietary models and used DRADEL
to analyze the SCrover architecture. The DRADEL analysis found 21 errors in
the SCrover architecture, 6 of which were not also detected by a peer review
process. The ultimate aim of these efforts is to use xADL 2.0 as part of a largescale effort to foster model-driven code generation. Additionally, the success
of this effort recently prompted JPL to enter into a second project leveraging
our infrastructure, this time focusing on space mission modeling and systems
architecture.
This experience verifies that our infrastructure’s genericity and its extensibility mechanisms are useful in previously unexplored domains, especially
with regard to the xADL 2.0 base schemas. JPL was able to reuse the xADL 2.0
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base schemas, creating relatively small new schemas to model domain-specific
details of spacecraft software. JPL’s use of Apigen and the associated data binding library to manipulate architecture descriptions further shows the value of
our infrastructure’s tool support. Finally, their mapping of architecture descriptions to other representations shows the adaptability of our approach to other,
nonpreplanned situations.
6.3 Mappings to Koala and Mae
To demonstrate our infrastructure’s ability to capture concepts from an emerging research area and add tool support for those concepts efficiently, we created
schemas that add the unique modeling constructs of Koala and Mae to our
base xADL 2.0 schemas. Koala [Ommering et al. 2000] and Mae [Hoek et al.
2001] are two representation formats for capturing product-line architectures.
As described earlier in Section 4.4, the xADL 2.0 schemas already provide basic
support for product-line architectures with the VERSIONS, OPTIONS, and VARIANTS
schemas. However, both Koala and Mae have unique modeling characteristics
that differ from those in the xADL 2.0 schemas and from each other.
There are several differences between Koala and xADL 2.0. First, Koala
does not support the notion of explicit connectors or versioning. Next, Koala
has two constructs not present in xADL 2.0: diversity interfaces and switches.
A diversity interface, representing a point of variation in an architecture, is
required to be present on variant components and must be an “out” interface.
A switch is an explicit construct applied at a variation point that creates the
connection to the variant component that will be used.
The Mae representation is somewhat closer to xADL 2.0. Two key differences
exist between xADL 2.0 and Mae. First, component types in Mae are augmented
with a string describing their architectural style. Second, component types in
Mae also have a subtype relation and a reference to their supertype. We addressed these differences by extending the definition of a component type with
a new schema.
xADL 2.0’s flexibility at the level of individual elements was useful several
times. For instance, Koala lacks support for explicit connectors, so we simply excluded connectors from our ADL since xADL 2.0 does not require them,
demonstrating the modularity of the xADL 2.0 schemas at the level of individual elements. When new constructs were required, like Koala’s diversity
interfaces and Mae’s subtypes, we created simple schemas that added these
entities to xADL 2.0. This experience further demonstrates the effectiveness of
the XML-based extensibility mechanism we have chosen for our infrastructure.
Consider the schema shown in Figure 17 used to add Koala-style diversity
interfaces to xADL 2.0. This schema subtypes the definition of an interface to
create a diversity interface and extends the definition of a component to add
such an interface. Note the relative simplicity of this schema; other schemas,
shown in full in [Dashofy and Hoek 2001], are also simple and straightforward.
For the Koala and Mae mappings, we successfully exercised the full gamut
of XML schema-based extensibility techniques (creation of new elements, extension of existing elements, restriction of elements, etc.) This experience also
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Fig. 17. xADL 2.0 extension schema for Koala-style diversity interfaces.

reinforces the effectiveness of the infrastructure tools. We used XML Spy to
verify and create our extension schemas and Apigen to create a new data binding library that supports them. ArchEdit was able to support these schemas
automatically. As such, after writing the short extension schemas required to
map Koala and Mae into our infrastructure, our tools provided parsing, syntax
checking, and GUI editing abilities automatically.
6.4 ArchStudio 3
Finally, we have used our infrastructure to support its own development and
evolution. As discussed above, our infrastructure includes a number of interacting tools that manipulate, analyze, and otherwise work with architecture
descriptions. Most of these tools rely on a basic set of services for interacting
with architecture descriptions (parse, read, modify, save) that are provided by
the xArchADT component. Some tools rely on the services provided by other
tools; for example, Ménage relies on design critics to perform consistency checking of architecture descriptions before it manipulates them. We have created
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an architecture-based development environment called ArchStudio 3 that integrates most of our tools as components [Institute for Software Research].
Like the AWACS simulator, ArchStudio’s architecture is described in xADL
2.0. ArchStudio’s bootstrapper reads the xADL 2.0 description of ArchStudio
and instantiates and connects all the components and connectors.
ArchStudio 3’s toolset currently includes xArchADT, the critics framework
(and all critics), ArchEdit, Ménage, Selector, and many other tools. It is comprised of approximately 80,000 lines of Java code, not including code generated
by Apigen. Our experience in building, maintaining, and evolving ArchStudio
3 demonstrates that our infrastructure can support a nontrivial product’s development and design and is capable of describing and supporting itself.
7. LESSONS LEARNED
In building and evolving our infrastructure, we learned several important
lessons about modular architecture description language development, both
in general and in the specific context of our XML-based infrastructure.
7.1 Guidance for Developing Modular ADL Features
As we have stated, our infrastructure does not attempt to automatically resolve
the feature interaction problem [Zave 1999] in ADL development. That is, it
does not provide tool support for ensuring semantic compatibility among ADL
features. Nonetheless, in an infrastructure such as ours, feature interactions
must be resolved in creating new ADL modules. We gained significant experience in solving feature interactions and preventing future difficulties when we
developed the xADL 2.0 schemas and worked with our partners to extend the
language further for specific domains. Our insights about developing new ADL
features, some of which reflects conventional wisdom, are summarized here.
Separate core concepts from details. In developing ADL modules, concepts
are more important than the specific implementation of those concepts. For
example, our ABSTRACT IMPLEMENTATION schema captures the concept of an implementation mapping and indicates where such data should go but does not
specify the details of what data should be included. Concrete schemas like the
JAVA IMPLEMENTATION schema perform that function. Similarly, the STRUCTURE &
TYPES schema defines the core architecture elements (components, connectors,
interfaces, and links) but leaves out details to be specified in extensions.
Keep the dependency tree shallow. Every time a semantic dependency is introduced between schemas, it means that adopters of the dependent schemas must
also implicitly adopt the parent schemas. Sometimes this is desirable: the xADL
2.0 type system provides a convenient place to specify variants. However, by
maintaining compatibility without dependencies among the OPTIONS, VARIANTS,
and VERSIONS schemas, we ease the adoption of these schemas individually.
Build domain-specific features atop generic ones. Each additional schema
must be carefully compared semantically with all other schemas in the target
ADL to determine compatibility. To maximize reusability of schemas, it is better
to build and incorporate domain-generic schemas (schemas whose features are
useful across many domains) first, and then build domain-specific schemas.
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For example, we built features like product-line support and implementation
mappings into xADL 2.0 first. Because the domain-generic schemas are not
dependent on domain-specific ones, they can be more easily ported to other
projects or ADLs because they will not require the porting or adoption of more
specific schemas.
Eliminate redundancy where possible. Data that must be specified or copied
in multiple places puts an undue burden on the tools that support the ADL
to maintain consistency between the copies. Eliminating or minimizing redundancy can reduce this burden. In the xADL 2.0 schemas, types are provided as a
way to keep common data about similar components, connectors, and interfaces
in a single place.
Use first-class data elements instead of decorating existing elements. While
it is natural to extend the definition of existing elements with additional data,
it is often better in terms of extensibility to model the data as a set of firstclass entities and provide links from the existing elements to the data. For
example, rather than including version data and links among related versions
inside component and connector types, we instead created first-class version
trees and linked types to nodes in the tree. This allows for partial specifications
(indicating that a version exists without necessarily having a fully-defined type
to represent it). This also helps to disentangle version data and information
from other elements that do decorate types such as information about variants.
Finally, using first class elements allows many entities to link to the same
information, helping to minimize redundancy.
Beyond these general guidelines, it is difficult to offer insight into the best
way to integrate any given new feature. In the end, only experience can bear
out whether a particular feature was integrated well or poorly. For example,
we believe that our modularization of xADL 2.0 is a relatively good and manageable separation of concerns. We cannot credibly assert that our breakdown
of features is best, or that there is no refactoring of the schemas that would
lead to a more elegant, extensible, or modular notation. Nonetheless, our experiences using the notation increase our confidence that our modularization is
an effective one.
Our infrastructure offers some means to alleviate this difficulty. First, it
encourages experimentation with new refactorings and changes to existing notations more easily than a monolithic language would. So, while it cannot guide
users in how to best integrate a new feature, it can at least help them to experiment with different alternatives. Second, it encourages the dissemination and
reuse of existing feature integrations as we have done with xADL 2.0. xADL
2.0 carries with it the engineering knowledge and experiences we (and others)
have had in integrating many useful features; the ability to reuse this particular
well-worn modularization of features is far preferable to reinventing it.
7.2 The Usefulness of Syntax-Based and Other Reflective Tools
In the continual development of an extensible language, or any language that
changes over time, the importance of reflective and syntax-based tools cannot
be underestimated. Experience has shown that, in the absence of a reasonable
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method to extend a language and its tool support, extensions will usually appear in the form of hacks [Luckham et al. 1987; Sun Microsystems 2003b].
For programming languages, extensions usually come in the form of speciallyformatted comments, misusing this feature of the language simply because it is
ignored by existing language tools like compilers and environments. For other
design notations such as UML [Booch et al. 1998], existing concepts are overloaded to support new features to avoid extending the language definition and
tools. Sometimes, when new features are too different from an existing language to be integrated, users will attempt to use multiple notations in tandem,
or worse, develop an entirely new, competing notation. Reflective tools allow
language elements to be extended and new first-class elements to be added to
a language without resorting to hacks or excessive overloading.
Our experiences with our infrastructure, described in Section 6, have demonstrated that the availability of syntax-based and reflective tools like Apigen,
xArchADT, and ArchEdit help make extending an existing notation and its tools
tolerable. They provide the ability to experiment with new modeling features
before taking on an extended investment in building and adapting semanticsbased tools. They encourage users to extend the notation in a rational, principled way instead of hacking it. When extensions are eventually supported
by more powerful, semantics-based tools, the syntax-based tools can assume a
secondary role and augment the semantics-based tools.
7.3 XML Schemas as a Basis for Extensible Language Development
We have been relatively pleased with XML schemas, as they provide an expressive but not overly-complex metalanguage supported by a significant set
of off-the-shelf tools that freed us from having to write parsers, serializers, and
syntax checkers. For us, the most problematic restriction of XML schemas is
that they only allow single inheritance of data types for elements and attributes,
that is, a subtype can have only a single supertype. Therefore, subtypes that
mix the content model of several supertypes are not permitted in XML schemabased languages. Several alternative metalanguages exist that alleviate this
difficulty such as XInterfaces [Nölle 2002] and RDF [Lassila and Swick 1999],
but none has the support from available tools and standards committees of
XML schemas. In our experience, the benefits of XML schemas outweigh the
severity of the single-inheritance limitation.
To examine how single inheritance affects the development of modeling languages for software, consider a base type “Component” that describes a software
component. Now, consider two independent extensions to Component. Feature
1 adds implementation information to the component’s description to describe
how it is implemented in a particular programming language. Feature 2 adds
administrative data to the component’s description to describe who is responsible for the component, and who has worked on it in the past. This situation
is depicted in Figure 18. Semantically, neither feature depends on the other.
Therefore, it should ideally be possible to model a plain component, a component with implementation details, a component with administrative details,
and a component with both implementation and administrative details. In XML
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Fig. 18. Depiction of multiple inheritance issue in XML schemas and potential solutions.

schemas, there are several ways to accomplish this. First, it would be possible
to create individual, independent types for each of the four variants of a component. This works, but it causes a combinatorial explosion of types as new,
orthogonal features proliferate. Also, it breaks expected type relationships (a
component-with-administrative-details is not a subtype of component).
A preferable solution is to introduce an artificial dependency between the two extensions. For example, component-with-administrativeand-implementation-details extends component-with-implementation-details
which, in turn, extends component. To accommodate components that have
implementation details only, administrative details are made optional in the
extension. This preserves expected type relationships (a component-withadministrative-and-implementation-details is-a component) and is able to
model all four kinds of components.
A final alternative is to use substitution groups and abstract base types for
extensions. This is analogous to adding a list of void* to each object class in
C++ or a vector of objects to the end of each object class in Java. This does
not adequately preserve type relationships and weakens the ability to validate
architecture documents via XML type checking.
Artificial dependencies are an imperfect solution but are workable and do
not suffer from combinatorial explosion. If and when the W3C decides to add
multiple-inheritance support to XML schemas in the future, schemas and instance documents that use artificial dependencies should be fairly easy to
refactor.
8. RELATED WORK
The notion of an extensible architecture description language is not new, nor is
our infrastructure the first to support XML-based architecture descriptions.
However, our approach provides the first modular architecture description
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language with useful generic features broken down into modules and accompanied by a process and tools that explicitly support new language extensions.
Our approach has been inspired by several other research areas. First, there
is a large body of work on extensible and modular languages spanning three
decades which continues today in projects like ArchJava, AspectJ, and LXWB.
Second, many meta and generic modeling environments have emerged that
technically could support many of the syntactic capabilities of our XML-based
infrastructure. Third, previous ADL research has yielded XML-based ADLs
such as ADML and xADL 1.0, two first-generation ADLs with limited extensibility. Finally, it is important to compare our approach with that of the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) which has been touted as an architecture description language.
8.1 Extensible and Modular Language Research
The 1970s spawned significant research into extensible programming languages [Christensen and Shaw 1969]. These programming languages allowed
additions to their syntax, usually through new BNF production rules, and to
their semantics, through semantic modules at run-time.
Programming languages continue to be extended today. ArchJava [Aldrich
et al. 2002] extends a programming language with architectural constructs
and semantics such as components and connectors. AspectJ [Lopes et al. 1997]
allows cross-cutting concerns to be specified for Java programs that are “woven”
into existing Java classes. In these cases, the semantic capabilities provided by
the tools could be achieved in the target programming language (Java) without
language extensions. However, the amount of (largely manual) work to do so
would be prohibitively difficult. ArchJava provides a compact way to specify and
check constraints on Java programs that would be nearly impossible to check by
hand for a system of any significant size. AspectJ adds significant value to Java
by providing a single place where widely distributed concerns can be specified;
previously, implementing such cross-cutting concerns would be done by copyand-paste coding or ad hoc preprocessors. The difference between these tools
and simple preprocessors is that tools like ArchJava and AspectJ add (and
check) semantics beyond those available in the target language (here, Java) but
conveniently output Java bytecode for compatibility with the existing run-time
environment. More complex semantics (e.g., the addition of concurrency to a
programming language that lacks it) may require more significant modification
to the language and tools.
Other research has focused on modular domain-specific languages. The Language eXtension Work Bench (LXWB) [Peake et al. 2000] was developed in the
mid-1990s to allow for modular language description using BNF-like production rules. The LXWB allows language modules to be defined and automatically
generates parsers and other tools for compositions of modules much like our
infrastructure. In fact, the extensibility aspects of the metalanguage supported
by LXWB are very similar to those found in XML schemas. LXWB’s metalanguage defines a type system over language elements and uses inheritance to
extend existing constructs.
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8.2 Meta and Generic Modeling Environments
As an alternative implementation route for our research contributions, we
could have chosen any one of a number of alternative metamodeling languages
and environments. Examples of these environments include Lisp [Steele 1990],
DOME [Honeywell Inc. 1999] and GME [Ledeczi et al. 2000].
Lisp has been proposed as an alternative to using XML since XML’s inception.
In particular, the argument has been made that Lisp s-expressions are a better
way of encoding hierarchical data than XML [Cunningham & Cunningham Inc.
2004] and that incorporation of additional Lisp elements could mean building
semantics and semantic checks directly into the language itself.
DOME, the Domain Modeling Environment, is a tool for creating environments for model-based software engineering. DOME allows users to define visual grammars and then develop models which are instances of those grammars. The packaged version of DOME has special support for modeling in
several popular modeling notations such as Coad-Yourdon Object Oriented
Analysis and Data Flow diagrams. The ability for DOME users to create their
own graphical grammars is roughly on par with editing the MOF specification
for UML. Code can be added in DOME-specific languages (called Projector and
Alter) to analyze models in user-defined grammars.
GME, the Generic Modeling Environment, is similar to DOME. Like DOME,
users can edit a graphical metamodel and later create instances of that
model. Like XML schemas, GME uses a types-and-instances paradigm: metamodels are types, and models are instances of those types. Both GME and
DOME support notions of inheritance at the metamodel level, DOME supporting single inheritance of nodes and GME supporting virtual multiple
inheritance.
All these environments are effectively viable alternatives to XML and XML
schemas, offering different advantages and disadvantages, particularly in
terms of the capabilities the off-the-shelf tools can provide such as vendor support, and so on. We do not assert that our specific choice and use of XML as the
metamodeling environment for our infrastructure is a research contribution
per se (though we did learn several valuable lessons about creating modular
languages in XML such as those described in Section 7.3); rather, our research
contributions come in the form of the particular decomposition of ADL features
found in xADL 2.0, insights about how to create and compose ADL modules,
and the roles of different kinds of tools in supporting modular ADL development
and use.
8.3 Domain-Specific Software Architectures
Domain-specific ADLs and Domain Specific Software Architectures (DSSAs)
[Coglianese 1992; Tracz and Coglianese 1992; Tracz 1996] are tangentially related to our infrastructure. Because of the amount of domain knowledge infused
in a DSSA and its associated modeling language, a measure of compactness and
reuse is possible that is not present in traditional, all-purpose ADLs. Because
of the modularity of our infrastructure and the ability to make arbitrary extensions to ADLs, our infrastructure is ideal for constructing and experimenting
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with domain-specific architecture description languages. Additionally, productline architecture modeling techniques supported in our infrastructure provide
intuitive ways of specifying points of variation in a reference architecture.
8.4 Other XML-Based ADLs
Early XML-based ADLs explored the possibility of encoding software architecture descriptions in XML but did not leverage its extensibility. Examples
include xADL 1.0 [Khare 2001] and ADML [Spencer 2000]. xADL 1.0 is an intellectual predecessor of xADL 2.0 and included novel features for an ADL such
as the ability to specify run-time change and detailed interface specifications.
xADL 1.0’s syntax was defined in a DTD and, therefore, it was extensible via
XML namespaces, but its tools did not support extensibility. Moreover, its set
of supported features was much smaller than xADL 2.0’s.
ADML is basically an XML translation of the Acme core, also defined
in a DTD. ADML improved marginally on Acme by introducing a notion of
metaproperties and property types but also failed to leverage XML’s extensibility. In fact, ADML still uses name-value pair properties as its extensibility
mechanism with the names and values simply encoded in XML. Our approach is
the first to leverage XML’s extensibility mechanisms fully and does not require
the creation or use of a proprietary metalanguage such as ADML’s metaproperties. Beyond better extensibility, our existing support for features such
as product-line architectures and implementation mappings exceeds ADML’s
capabilities.
8.5 Relationship to UML
The Unified Modeling Language [Booch et al. 1998] is an effort to create a
standard, generic, graphical modeling language for software systems. There
is some amount of disagreement on whether UML is an ADL or not [Booch
et al. 1999; Robbins et al. 1997]. From our perspective, UML 1.x can be used as
an ADL but it must be extended to some degree to model the core constructs
of software architecture such as components and connectors. To address this
deficiency, UML 2.0 added a new diagram type called a composite structure
diagram. Composite structure diagrams include notions of parts, connectors,
ports, and links which map onto xADL 2.0 components, connectors, interfaces,
and links, respectively.
Our approach improves on the UML approach in two significant ways:
features and extensibility. With respect to features, xADL 2.0’s type system
and product-line support represent abilities not present in UML, including
UML 2.0.
More importantly, our infrastructure’s extensibility mechanisms and ability
to add features like these are far more flexible than UML’s. UML has two levels
of extensibility: built-in extensibility mechanisms (stereotypes, tagged values,
and constraints) and MOF editing. UML’s built-in mechanisms allow UML to
be extended through overloading of existing constructs. That is, an existing
construct like a UML class or part can be stereotyped to serve as a software
architecture component or component type. This approach has been used in
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several efforts to adapt UML into an ADL [Hofmeister et al. 1999; Robbins
et al. 1997]. Overloading can become problematic if constructs are needed that
do not naturally fit one of the existing UML diagram types. For example, consider a construct like xADL 2.0’s version graphs. It would be possible to create
a graph of nodes using an existing UML diagram type like a class diagram,
but the intent of the class diagram is to show relationships between software
artifacts in the design of a system rather than track the evolution of a component over time. An alternative to using the built-in extensibility mechanisms is
to redefine UML in its own metalanguage, the metaobject framework (MOF).
This allows arbitrary extensibility, but the resulting language is not UML, and,
therefore, UML tools will generally not support this new language. In contrast,
our approach provides extensibility analogous to editing at the MOF level but
provides tools that expect and support this level of extensibility.
UML’s relationship to XML is maintained through the XMI format, an XMLbased interchange format in which UML diagrams can be saved and loaded.
XMI eases interoperability among UML tools by providing them a common
text-based lingua franca (UML’s graphical format does not have a standard
method of serialization), but does not contribute to UML’s modeling capabilities
or extensibility.
9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This article describes both research and technical contributions. Research contributions include the first decomposition of an architecture description language into modules, insights about how to develop new language modules and
a process for integrating them, and insights about the roles of different kinds of
tools in a modular ADL-based infrastructure. This is accompanied by the technical contribution of a viable infrastructure for creating and extending XMLbased architecture description languages. The infrastructure dramatically reduces the amount of effort involved in experimenting with and developing new
architectural concepts. This reduction results from the three parts of our infrastructure: an XML-based extensibility mechanism, a set of generic base schemas,
and a set of flexible tools. It provides critical tools like parsers, editors, syntax
checkers, and data bindings for ADLs, allowing developers to spend more time
on building high-value tools that focus on addressing open issues.
We believe that our infrastructure has fulfilled all the goals set forth in
Section 3. Table III recalls these goals and describes the specific infrastructure
mechanisms used to meet the goals.
Additionally, the experiences that we and others have had in applying our
approach have indicated many positive qualitative aspects of the approach.
We have demonstrated the scalability of our infrastructure and the flexibility
of our tools by modeling and simulating the AWACS software architecture.
The adaptability of our infrastructure to a new, previously unexplored domain
(spacecraft software) and the effectiveness of our generic xADL 2.0 schemas
have been demonstrated by work done at JPL. We have demonstrated that our
infrastructure can be used to capture aspects of an emerging research area
(product-line architectures) with Koala [Ommering et al. 2000] and Mae [Hoek
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Table III. Goals Achieved by Our Infrastructure
Goal

Infrastructure Characteristics

Place as few limits on what can be
expressed at the architecture level
as possible.

Allow new modeling features to be
added and existing features to be
modified over time.
Allow experimentation with new
features and combinations of
features.
Provide tool-builders with support for
creating and manipulating
architecture models, even when the
underlying notation can and will
change.

Our XML-based extension mechanism allows users
to define arbitrary new constructs and extend any
existing construct. Our experiences with JPL and
the Koala/MAE extensions confirm the
effectiveness of this mechanism.

New ADLs can be created simply by composing a set
of schemas.

Our syntax-based tools provide instant parsers, data
bindings, and editors for new schemas
automatically with no new code; our semantic
tools and environments are componentized and
relatively easy to extend, as confirmed by the
integration of DRADEL into our environment.
Provide a library of generically useful The xADL 2.0 schemas are these modules. Some or
modules applicable to a wide variety
all of these schemas were reused in each of our
of domains.
evaluation efforts.
Allow modeling features, once defined, Along with the reuse of the xADL 2.0 schemas, the
to be reused in other projects.
MDS extension schemas developed by JPL have
been used in both code-generation and
architecture analysis efforts.

et al. 2001]. Our infrastructure supports its own development and evolution
within the ArchStudio 3 design environment.
In the future, we plan to experiment with integrating more tools into our
infrastructure via the ArchStudio 3 environment to add useful features. Some
of these are described in Section 5.2.4. Beyond these, we believe the xlinkit tool
[Nentwich et al. 2002] can potentially be used to express and check constraints
on XML links in xADL 2.0 documents. Also, the SmartTools toolset [Attali
et al. 2001] can potentially provide an XML-based language like xADL 2.0 with
alternative editors and semantic analysis tools.
For our longterm research goals, we plan to expand the xADL 2.0 schemas
to include new modeling constructs, particularly those that will support the
specification of distributed and dynamic architectures. We also want to investigate the application of our existing tools to new problems. For example, we
believe that our product-line tools can be applied to support architectural tradeoff specification and analysis, where product variants represent points in the
space of available trade-offs instead of actual product descriptions.
10. ONLINE RESOURCES
For more information about xADL 2.0, please see http://www.isr.uci.edu/
projects/xarchuci/.
For more information about the ArchStudio 3 suite of tools, please see http://
www.isr.uci.edu/projects/archstudio/.
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